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Today, one can assess the live traffic situation on mobile phone and take appropriate decisions to reach on
time. It was just the beginning. There are many advantages and disadvantages of mobile phones. There are
obvious economic benefits, but often familial customs and traditional gender roles play a part. There are many
disadvantages of using mobile phones in school such as, students use mobile phones for cheating, as well as
that can destroy concentration while study in classroom So should they be allowed to bring them to school?
Mobile phones are handy and are easy to carry in pockets. The driver did not see me until her car was right in
front of me and I was able to look at her through the front passenger side window. However, this has also
compromised the privacy to a certain level as someone undesirable could also peek into your account and send
annoying messages; trailing you regularly. Today we can talk or video chat with anyone across the globe by
just moving our fingers. Furthermore, it is likewise a human right for students. Many apps provide navigation
assistance to a stranded driver or someone who wants to get to a particular place. Not all students who use
their cell phone in school are using them during class. Mobile Phones let them be active in social media on the
move. Gone are the days when mobile phones were considered as luxury thing to have with. Now I feel
compelled to upgrade my phone every couple years to keep up with the technologyâ€¦and good mobile phones
are NOT cheap! Next in line is social media. So the first and foremost role that mobile phones play in our lives
is that they provide us an easy and fast way of communication. Any type of essay. Mobile phone users can
instantly send data to the home or office, check for important email, use their cell phone as a calendar, and
store photos which can be easily transferred to a PC or laptop computer Yeah, you answered it right- for
communication. Multiple SIM cards may also be used to take advantage of the benefits of different calling
plansâ€”a particular plan might provide cheaper local calls, long-distance calls, international calls, or roaming.
The growing competition in mobile manufacturers has lowered the prices of mobile phones to that extent that
nowadays, buying a mobile phone is not a big deal. Both hands hold their individual cells talking to others.
Mobile Phones Ensure Safety The mobile phones provide us security. Today every mobile phone user has a
social media account, which he manages from his mobile phone. Also, every form that we fill today has a
mandatory column asking to provide the phone number. Any subject. No matter where you go, people on your
cell phone are booming. The transactions have become much convenient with the use of mobile phones, which
would rather have required a visit to the bank. Today, they are used for various purposes in our daily life and
have become an inseparable asset. This loop hole in privacy has led to unwanted and unexpected marketing
calls. If technology makes us uneasy, impatient, and deprives us of really important moments, we use
technology. Today the number of a common mobile phone user is available with many marketing agencies
whose main aim is to sell their product. Essays - The mobile phone is a phone that can make and receive
telephones calls over a radio link while moving around a wide geographic area. Uses of mobile phone Essay
Essay Topic: Sorry, but copying text is forbidden on this website! Firstly, through implementing some campus
rules and some technological means, the negative impresses of using mobile phones will be eliminated
properly Doctors have repeatedly warned that continuous and excessive use of mobile phones is harmful to
health.


